
 

 

Save the Date! 

Pre K News 
Ms Amanda and Ms Nicole 

What do we want to 
know about buildings? 

A.J.: Why are some doors round, 
and some you push, and some have 
handles? 
Simran: I want to know how to 
build buildings. 
Garv: Why do we need to build 
buildings? 
Vivienne: Why can’t you live in 
ALL buildings? 
August: What do we do in 
buildings?  
Leko: Why are there so many 
doors? 
Jeevanshi: Why do they have 
windows?  
Tanish: Why do we build tall 
towers like in NYC? 
Ashlyn: Why are some buildings 
broke down? 

Information And Reminders 
Prom May 4th!! - Please be sure to send in your $2-$3 Prom 

donation asap! We are also in need of the food donations by 
Monday as well.                                                                
Continuing To Need Construction Workers or DIY Folks! - If 

you know of anyone in this field, we would love a visit….. 
electricians, architects, plumbers, carpenters etc. All are welcome! 
Also Still Looking For…..Home Photos! - Please send us a photo 
of the outside of your home by Monday. We are planning to use 
them for our building study!                                                                          

NEW DISMISSAL PROCEDURE!!! – SEE ATTACHED 

Snack Family 
 

 
Prom 

May 4, 2018 

6:00 – 7:30 

 
Half Day School 
 

May 25, 2018 

  

Week of 4-30-18 

Cruz 
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WOW!  Last Friday’s Zoo Trip! 
The five day celebration of the Week of the Young Child last 
week wrapped up with a spectacular visit to the Turtle Back 
Zoo!  As always, the children bumped along on the school bus 
giggling with each other, enjoying a light snack, and pointing 
out points of interest along the way; including construction 
vehicles. Once we arrived, we walked throughout the entire 
zoo stopping to see each of the animals. At times there were 
shouts of joy and at other times silent awe.  When the Black 
Bear came up to the window to say hello, Aadarsh was 
inspired to recall a book we read earlier in the week. He 
proudly, and with a giant grin, announced, “Black Bear, Black 
Bear, what do you see!”  After a big day, there was lots of 
sleeping on the bus ride home.   ZZZZzzzzz  : ) 

Building Towers 
The children have introduced to several famous structures built 
in various places around the world. One of their favorites 
seems to be the Leaning Tower of Pisa. In the block area this 
week, the children were challenged to build a tower using only 
one small block as a foundation.  This challenge has been met 
with shouts of joy and even surprise, throughout the week! 

Studying Our School 
Aside from home of course, one of the most important 
buildings in the life of our students is our school. The class went 
outside to observe our school building carefully and to sketch 
the structure….and BOY did they observe! The children noted 
the shapes they saw, various building materials, and additions 
to the structure such as the doorbell and cameras. They had lots 
of questions about signs, the bay (“What’s in there?!), air 
conditioners, and ironwork too. We created a list of questions 
and have invited Ms Kiss, LCCS Facilities Director to come 
and answer them….and we have MANY! Stay tuned! 

WOW! A Building Scavenger Hunt! 
On Thursday, we went on a neighborhood building scavenger 
hunt.  Each child was given a clipboard with a photo of a 
building in our neighborhood and asked to shout out 
“Huckabucka Beanstalk” when they found it.  The children 
strengthened their visual acuity and sorting skills and every 
child enthusiastically found his/her assigned structure!  
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